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Woman Says Harry Potter Ride 'Fat-Shamed' Her Because She
Couldn't Fit
May 10, 2018 | 838 upvotes | by TheLegionnaire00

Yes. You read that right. The full article can be found here.
This is another example of how the red pill is True and how woman will never take responsability for
anything, not even their bodies, and how they think they are entitled to anything. So it looks like your
average clasic fat sjw couldn't fit in a ride and the staff decided to not let her in out of safety issues(she
couldn't even put her safety belt on ffs).
And what was her course of actions after this? Did she hit the gym? Did she went on a diet? Did she
stopped eating doritos? No. She decided to write an article and say how this is The equivalent of someone
being kicked out because of he's race. Which is total bs.

She claims this discrimination is so insidious that it made her actually wish she "were small
enough to take the Hogwarts ride."

And apparently wishing to have a healthy size is bad.

Exclusion makes me, a logical and educated person, believe that I’m at fault for not fitting into
this ride instead of recognizing that rides should accommodate all people’s bodies.

It's never a woman's fault. The world should revolve around her vagina.(ps: laughed my ass off when I
read "logical and educated person")
And another fucked up thing:

Jana concludes that "fat-shaming" should have no place in a fantastical land like the "Wizarding
World of Harry Potter" because that is a place "beyond reality."

It's not beyond reality. It's a fucking theme park about a fucking book for kids that snowflakes loves
because of the ideea that someone would come one Day and tell them that they are special and take them
out of they Miserable life.
What we can learn from this? Don't act like a woman: 1. Women don't take responsability for anything
they do. You should always do it! 2. Women wants to be treated like models even if they are land whales.
You shouldn't! Go hit the gym and build the body you wish. Don't expect that hb 9 from class to suck
your dick while you eat tons of cheetos and drink gallons of soda, then say she is shallow because she
won't suck the Dick of a walrus. Your body is a reflection of your mind and soul! Learn that, hit the gym
and stop eating junk food! 3. Women don't live in the real world and don't want to. You should always
live in the real world. Fuck those movies about wizards you keep watching. Fuck those days were you
binge watch a season of a TV series. Stop escaping reality! Go out. Live your life. Approach. Make
money. GET REAL!
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Comments

110_percent_THC • 603 points • 10 May, 2018 05:16 AM* 

Once upon a time I was at an amusement park with my family and my fat ass wouldn't allow the overhead bar to
come down and secure properly. I held up the ride for a minute or two before taking the walk of shame down the
exit ramp so all the normal people could enjoy the ride.

Hard lessons and realities were learned that day. I'm the one with a problem. It's my fault. The world doesn't
need to adjust to my needs. Only I can do something about it. Since then I've lost over 100 pounds.

Fat shaming my ass. Shame is what made me make a change.

[edit] I want to add a little something. On the ride I was sitting next to my sister, but left the seat empty because I
had to get off. So she had to ride next to an empty seat where I would have been. She said it was analogous to
what living life without me would be like had I died due to obesity. Along for the ride, but without her brother
there to enjoy it with her. That really hit home and made me want to change.

TheCopenhagenCowboy • 118 points • 10 May, 2018 06:32 AM 

Me and my buddy didn’t fit in the tester seats for the Harry Potter ride, no one to blame but ourselves. Never
gonna understand how people blame society for their bodies.

Jampak_5000 • 51 points • 10 May, 2018 07:12 AM 

Are you in shape now brother?

TheCopenhagenCowboy • 154 points • 10 May, 2018 07:14 AM 

Working on it. Lost 40lbs since Christmas, have a way to go but it’s getting there.

Jampak_5000 • 97 points • 10 May, 2018 07:20 AM 

great effort.

for your motivation, just so you know; it's worth it.

I was already in "in shape" now i'm "very fit". the difference in the way people react to me is
insane. I could write an entire piece the halo effect with examples. I implore you to keep hustling
and keep grinding. It's absolutely worth it. You can do it. You are capable of doing it.

all the best

iLikeShavedObjects • 27 points • 10 May, 2018 08:27 AM 

If you have the time, I would love to hear more about the effects you got!

[deleted] • 13 points • 10 May, 2018 11:01 AM 

Agreed. We can always use more success stories.

p_and_q • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 03:14 PM 

+1 for being totally worth it. there's a feedback loop from people treating you better leading to
more confidence and so on. Plus it's nice being able to walk up a flight of stairs and not have
to catch my breadth at the end.
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bl_12 • 1 points • 10 May, 2018 01:30 PM [recovered]

They should have just let her ride... be flung at high speeds, like a blue-haired cannonball, into a paper
mache castle.

Metalageddon • 11 points • 10 May, 2018 02:01 PM 

Pain waver.

If you insist on riding you have to sign away all rights to sue or claim anything. In triplicate. Under
camera.

The issue with this, is that having one person upset a finely tuned machine endangers innocent
bystanders, so you can't. It's too bad really, but I fully understand.

karahitto • 16 points • 10 May, 2018 12:06 PM 

Same thing happened to me 50kg/years ago in Rip Ride Rocket. I was with my 13 year old cousin. She
roasted me in front of everybody and I just laughed it off in pain and had my walk of shame too. That was
the exact moment I knew I had to change.

[deleted] • 18 points • 10 May, 2018 03:10 PM 

I even hate the word "shame" in this context because it puts a certain amount of negative burden on the one
doing the "shaming".

When I lived in Japan I was initially shocked at how they view fat people. My boss asked to see a picture of
my parents, and when I showed him he said "Good looking people, but they clearly eat too much." It wasn't a
joke, he wasn't being rude, he was stating a fact. They would be better looking if they lost weight-- isn't that
a good thing?

The way society enables self-destruction is frankly disturbing. I catch a lot of shit for being "too lean" even
though I'm sitting around 20% bf right now. Our perceptions are so warped that we can create a safe space of
mediocrity around ourselves by looking at a healthy person and making them "unhealthy" in our imagination.

Un-fucking-believable.

bkrugby78 • 9 points • 10 May, 2018 11:15 AM 

Yeah. At a ride at Six Flags a few years ago I couldn't get the bar down. It was a hard reminder that I had let
myself go. I got off so others could enjoy their fun.

This bitch should have had some common courtesy to do that, instead of whine about it.

the_real_lunch_box • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 11:03 AM 

well done buddy, when you reach your goals please post a thread on what worked for you

110_percent_THC • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 03:57 PM 

Maybe I will do that, but I can sum it up in a few words right now. Calorie deficit. Exercise. Education. I
also did keto for a while but I think the most important and effective change I made was understanding
the relationship between my body and the food I put in it. I started watching what and how much I ate.
Cut out sugar altogether. No soda. No juice. No candy. No sweets. I stopped drinking so much beer. I
practiced intermediate fasting, if that's the correct term. I also started exercising amd joined a gym. After
all that and dropping 100 pounds I still have another 80 I'm willing to donate before I switch my goal
from fat loss to building muscle. Honestly I still look like shit with my shirt off, but my face looks
thinner, I have defined ankles again, I sleep better, I have more stamina. It's a major improvement.
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I also want to give hope to other guys out there who are looking in the mirror saying to themselves "How
the fuck did I let this happen to myself?" and doubting they can ever reverse the damage. Guys, it's not
too late if you're still breathing. Do something NOW. For yourself first and foremost. It can be done. 100
pounds? I saw a post on here a week or so ago where I guy lost 200 pounds. It's not impossible.

amekooky • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 04:22 PM 

yep.. i was "dieting/showing up to the gym" 3-4 times a week to appease my warped understanding of
fitness. I told myself to just use my clothing as a measuring tool for progress. 3 months ago i stepped
on the scale and my heart sank when I realized I had only lost 5 lbs in 4 months. I never look back
since then and also do intermittent fasting/keto/no alcohol/no cheat days 3 months in, 50 lbs down.

[deleted] • 7 points • 10 May, 2018 03:35 PM 

Our whole culture needs a hell of a lot more shame. You have tons of degenerate propaganda shoved into
your fucking eyeballs everywhere you turn -- Netflix, Facebook, Instagram, Cable TV.

ssr401 • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 03:47 PM 

No one is forcing you to watch. Turn it off.

Personally I find the degenerate propaganda quite entertaining!

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 May, 2018 03:29 AM 

I don't watch it, but thanks!

[deleted] • 208 points • 10 May, 2018 04:13 AM 

If they let her on the ride with a restraint that could not hold her, then she'd get killed. So, I guess preventing you
from dying is discrimination.

[deleted] • 66 points • 10 May, 2018 07:05 AM 

And what's funny is I don't see them complaining about "height discrimination" considering many rides have
a minimum height requirement. But nooo as soon as something affects them due to their poor diet/lifestyle
choices, that's when it becomes a "problem."

Suterusu_San • 28 points • 10 May, 2018 07:56 AM 

She litterly discriminates by assuming that because the manager and the staff are in their 20s that they are
incompetent in their jobs. As if someone in their 30s is gonna be able to fit her in any better.

Sorry love, if I have 2 litres of water it's not gonna fit in that 1 litre bottle you have..

DamiensLust • 14 points • 10 May, 2018 12:10 PM 

dubious spelling aside, this is actually a great point. these SJWs are so entitled and blinded by their
own self-delusion & self-centredness that they often will contradict the very values that they are
claiming to uphold in the same breath since they only see discrimination against their particular group
as having any relevance or being worthy of attention, since its happening to them and is making them
feel things and if something has made her feel bad then her "logical and educated" conclusion is that
of course something must therefore be wrong in the world.

Sexandswishers • -3 points • 10 May, 2018 10:45 AM 

Low key, she did try to do that �
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txbrah • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 03:43 PM 

I was about to comment something along those lines before I found your response. I'm 6 and a half feet
tall and have been since I was a young teen. I couldn't control my height like she could her weight but I
was denied plenty of times from going on certain "kid rides" when I was younger and even some adult
rides now that I'm older. They just explained they didn't want me to get decapitated which I totally
understood but damnit if it didn't make me feel a little bad when I wasn't allowed.

studentsensei • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 08:02 PM 

Haha I'll never forget when I was 9 years old my mom took me to a racing track for my birthday and I
was too short to drive it.

That's right. I was the only person not allowed to ride the track for my own birthday. I had to sit and
watch my brother, sister, and friends ride while I threw a temper tantrum and blamed my mom for not
making sure I was tall enough before I came, for being the reason why I was too short (she's 5'0), etc. I
was completely livid.

The whole time my mom didn't say much. She felt guilty so she took me out for some ice cream after.

Obviously I have no issues now with being tall enough to ride whatever ride I want but it's hilarious how
people complain more about things that they are in complete control of (weight) then things they aren't
(height).

Entropy-7 • 15 points • 10 May, 2018 06:28 AM 

Setting aside a wrongful death suit, that would be very Darwinian.

[deleted] • 11 points • 10 May, 2018 06:58 AM 

You sound like you're trying to keep it neutral/PC to be polite, but she should have gotten on and let
nature take its course. Ideally with a waiver involved somehow so the company doesn't get sacrificed for
having contributed positively to the gene pool.

I've never encountered entitlement like this in real life; the stories I read about are so baffling to me.
Assuming any of them are true, this nonsense just needs to stop. Literally die off.

Horsefly716 • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 10:54 AM 

No way. She falls or goes flying and she takes out innocent people.

[deleted] • 3 points • 11 May, 2018 01:09 AM 

Yea a meteor no larger than her killed the dinosaurs.

Metalageddon • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 02:04 PM 

No way. As I posted above, even with pain wavers in triplicate denying any responsibility to the
company, you're endangering innocent and unrelated people.

300lb of anything being flung around at high speeds in a packed set of people is dangerous.

I mean I agree, I wish we could, but I also don't want to be the guy splattered by miss ham beast. No
thanks.

I also don't want the ride closed down so the next innocent fun lovers can't enjoy it because forensics
and cleaning and maintenance are now involved for a few days. Fuck that too.
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SKRedPill • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 11:52 AM 

I don't care. I'm upset - you fat shaming creep! <Sarcasm>

ISaidThatOnPurpose • 60 points • 10 May, 2018 05:37 AM 

People should feel ashamed for being too fat.

askmrcia • 12 points • 10 May, 2018 02:32 PM 

I agree. There are times when I'm sitting in a audience of some sort or enter a meeting room and I can just
slide right past them no problem.

But when one of these fat land whales try and do it, sometimes you actually have to get up from your seat
and leave the aisle just to let them in.

In my improv class there is this fat woman who complains all the time about the temperature of the room.
She starts sweating after she gets done walking up the stairs. We have to turn the AC just just for her. My fav
is that she's the only one who constantly sits in a chair because she's to fat to stand for more than ten minutes.

How can a person not feel ashamed for themselves is beyond me.

ISaidThatOnPurpose • 8 points • 10 May, 2018 07:04 PM 

Well, look, people pretend like getting fat is some uncontrollable thing that happened to them. It's not.

I'm not talking about being an endomorph, or having a medical issue, or an injury or whatever. Fine. We
have an understanding of that.

I'm talking about the fucking fatness.

You aren't being shamed for having a fat body.

You are being shamed because you have no self control - red flag, if you can't control yourself, why do I
want you around me?

You have no self respect - red flag, if you don't respect yourself HOW can I expect you to respect me?

You have no long term planning ability

You have no shirt term planning ability or time management

You dont have a desire to prolong your life to it's utmost

You dont have any ambition to overcome immediate threats

Red flag red flag red flag.

If you can be a fat peice of shit and still somehow persuade me that you have all of these virtues, then
you will not be shamed and should not feel ashamed. But there is a reason these people are so rare, and
most of them are realistic about themselves being out of shape, most are like comedians who make fun of
themselves.

seducter • 50 points • 10 May, 2018 05:32 AM 

Funny, I know a guy who was too fat to ride a zipline. So he doubled down and lost a ton of weight and got his
zipline ride after all.

HerefortheTuna • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 09:10 PM 

Yup. For every chick I know who was fat in his and lost a bunch of weight and became a pseudo-smokeshow
I know 3 or 4 who went from bangable to fat cows
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Jesusismyanalbead • 88 points • 10 May, 2018 04:24 AM 

How about, put down the fucking fork, stop shovelling grease into your face hole and do something to burn a
few calories and maybe next year you might fit!?

If a snowflake is an easily offended person, this woman sounds like a fucking avalanche!

[deleted] • 10 points • 10 May, 2018 07:29 AM 

And the internet is just one big snowball fight.

13139 • 1 point • 11 May, 2018 07:03 PM 

Snowball fights and hate-clicks are profitable.

The media feeds on outrage.

jb_trp • 4 points • 10 May, 2018 03:40 PM 

How about, put down the fucking fork, stop shovelling grease into your face hole and do something to
burn a few calories and maybe next year you might fit!?

Good idea.

But what she actually did (if you read the Huffpo article) was: Buy a churro and beer and take a "sassy"
selfie to post on social media with the caption "Bite me, Hogwarts ride." So, almost...

Proto_Sigma • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 05:53 PM 

How many bites would the ride have to take out of her before she actually fit on it?

majaka1234 • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 11:54 PM 

We could probably cure hunger in several south African countries with her carcass.

this_weeks_account2 • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 02:41 PM 

I love how the tag is “red pill theory” when it could also be “humor”

Gearski • 34 points • 10 May, 2018 04:40 AM 

Haha of course it would be Harry Potter..

fromthecrypt8 • 39 points • 10 May, 2018 08:12 AM 

«More and more Americans identify as fat or plus size», she writes.

No, more and more Americans are fat or plus size. It’s not something you identify as, as if it’s something you
can’t control. Lol.

I also love how she complains that some fat characters in Harry Potter are depicted as entitled, when she’s
coming across as a heavily (pun intended) entitled princess herself.

GeeMunz11 • 4 points • 10 May, 2018 03:19 PM 

I also got annoyed at that because one of the most lovable characters was Hagrid, who is portrayed as a big
dude.

Not to mention all the evil characters portrayed as good looking..

HerefortheTuna • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 09:12 PM 
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Hagrid isn’t even that fat though. He’s a giant. Dudley was the fat pig

TheWhiskeyTickler • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 07:58 PM 

Voldemort and that nose lol

Ganaria_Gente • 127 points • 10 May, 2018 03:39 AM 

I just love how SJWs are quite literally anti healthy lifestyle and anti Science, all in the name of feelings.....

... But of course, not everyone's feelings are equal. As far as they know, some people's feelings are more equal
than others

pleasetrydmt • 10 points • 10 May, 2018 07:01 AM* 

Here she is being discriminated against by evil crop tops

EyeBleachBot • 16 points • 10 May, 2018 08:01 AM 

I think someone tagged this as NSFL! Yikes!

Eye Bleach!

I am a robit.

Je_suis_throwy • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 08:01 AM 

Ewwwwwww, Disgusting. At least NSFL that shit.

DamiensLust • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 12:14 PM 

hahahaha wow. another example of her ridiculous narcissism is that she somehow thought that this was
worthy of being posted.

jcadsexfree • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 03:02 PM 

that's Jana on YouTube and Jana referenced in the article so i guess it's the same large person, name
checks out.

AussiecuntTRP • 17 points • 10 May, 2018 08:03 AM 

It's because this is literally what they are taught from day one of kindergarten. That their feelings are most
important and that their emotions are valid tools of cognition. They aren't. Only reason is. Some guys are
smart enough to figure this out for themselves but almost all women just never do. They are slaves to their
feelings.

jasonfunk • 1 points • 10 May, 2018 10:04 AM [recovered]

A shred of empathy has to exist. If you function on literally 100% systematic thinking and logic, that isn't
pure masculinity, it's crippling autism.

cheekysauce • 10 points • 10 May, 2018 01:22 PM 

You're right, but emotion needs to be the salt and pepper of society and interactions, not the mainstay.

If SJWs lived in the paleo era, they'd be offended that animals ran away from them too quickly and
they would starve to death, which would be a shame because they're a great source of entertainment.

horsefromhell • 25 points • 10 May, 2018 04:41 AM 
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Just let natural selection do it’s work.

EminemLovesGrapes • 26 points • 10 May, 2018 05:40 AM 

Projection at it's finest.

It's these reality checks that should make you realize "maybe i'm too fat". I'm all for being happy, and if you're
happy being overweight so fucking be it. But don't make it someone else's problem.

She's so deluded she blames an amusement ride for her issues. Imagine being so insecure you blame a bag of
groceries for "muscle shaming" because you can't lift it.

That's sad.

ButtRobot • 10 points • 10 May, 2018 10:41 AM 

She eats because she's unhappy, and she's unhappy because she eats.

stop eating so fucking much, drink more water, and get rid of some of your fucking rolls.

EminemLovesGrapes • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 12:18 PM* 

Not denying that. She's a classic example of that. The moment where you complain about being fat due
to X is the moment you go too far. You only have yourself to blame.

It's fine with me if you're happy and you don't blame someone/something else for your problems. But
clearly she's not.

MedayekMan • 26 points • 10 May, 2018 06:07 AM 

Exclusion makes me, a logical and educated person, believe that I’m at fault for not fitting into this ride
instead of recognizing that rides should accommodate all people’s bodies.

It's never a woman's fault. The world should revolve around her vagina.(ps: laughed my ass off when I read
"logical and educated person")

It's literally the "me, an intellectual" meme.

jollycompanion • 21 points • 10 May, 2018 07:56 AM 

Similar thing happened at my old job.

Used to work at a bowling alley, as you can probably imagine a humongous, hideous tub of lard turns up.
Attempts using the smaller balls, which keep in mind are designed for small children with slender fingers. Her
absurdly fat, sausage fingers obviously don't fit. She starts wailing and crying about wanting to talk to a
manager. The manager comes over and suggests using a heavier ball as they have bigger holes.

The land whale proceeds to cry about how her back cannot handle such an extreme weight and how this is
discrimination to the disabled. My manager politely asked her to leave as she was making a scene, but this just
goes to enforce what you said is true.

TheTrenTrannyTrain • 39 points • 10 May, 2018 04:08 AM 

Would love to see amusement parks have these landwhales sign waiver forms so they can ride without seatbelts.

phenethyljammin • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 09:29 PM 

All that blubber just might dampen their fall when they inevitably go flying out of a curve of the roller-
coaster.
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Steppin84 • 35 points • 10 May, 2018 07:14 AM* 

‘I took the bullet and pulled the restraint over my shoulders, pressing down as tightly as I could, my precious E-
cups getting smashed into my chest and up around my neck.’

The way she subtly tries to brag about her giant fat-girl tits as well- hamstering her obesity into something
positive, urgh.

SKRedPill • 9 points • 10 May, 2018 10:17 AM 

I am amazed at the ability of the female mind to turn anything looking like a net plus for herself. My ex
could rationalize anything about herself into a positive and anything about me into a negative, even stuff that
had no logical way of fitting into those boxes. A man has to practice this like a magician working on his
trade before he gets it. I could use a bit of that, at least to handle the social jungle.

Women are as Machevilian as water is wet said Illimitable Man. Truer words have never been spoken.

mr_burrito • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 04:51 PM 

Big tits don't count if they don't stick out further than their fucking gut. Disgusting.

Sexandswishers • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 11:01 AM 

Low key, she did � FAT GIRL TITS!!! ❌

Manny-Kid • 14 points • 10 May, 2018 08:09 AM 

Meanwhile people who suffer from Dwarfism the world over wish they had the chance to have a normal sized
body and go on rollercoaster's etc;

phenethyljammin • 21 points • 10 May, 2018 07:48 AM 

Well I'll be damned. I'm amazed at how much I feel like I'm amongst like-minded people here. I kind of just
wrote TRP off as the misogynistic and cynical subculture mainstream media portrays it as, without putting any
research into it myself.

Where as in reality you are the kind of people that call it as they see it, not in an attempt to be offensive but as a
virtue of being honest with yourself and the world. I like that and I've always been like this myself. More power
to you, you've gained yourself another mind.

magx01 • 15 points • 10 May, 2018 01:34 PM 

Come for the fat shaming, stay for the echo chamber.

[deleted] • 29 points • 10 May, 2018 05:07 AM 

These people should be mercilessly harassed.

MaxWyght • 20 points • 10 May, 2018 08:01 AM 

https://youtu.be/d0aIqx1McVI

BloodRedPillz • 7 points • 10 May, 2018 10:12 AM 

Upvoted. Knew what this was before I clicked it.

snmgl • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 01:03 PM 

How would harassing fat people help with your life? Don't you have better things to do?
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Freenorthman • 15 points • 10 May, 2018 03:05 PM 

no its my third favorite hobby after fucking and counting money

vengefully_yours • 10 points • 10 May, 2018 01:52 PM 

Think of the money you'd save on entertainment. Ridiculing fat girls is inexpensive and lots of fun. They
do it too fat males, so girls have an open season on them. Ridicule a fat girl today!

PS2Errol • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 09:54 PM 

Just better to ignore them. They don't register anyway so why bother?

snmgl • 0 points • 10 May, 2018 03:31 PM 

Putting people down is a tool we use to feel better about ourselves. I prefer to not stoop down to their
level.

Nutman-maddog • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 08:42 PM 

Putting people down is low. It’s putting the behavior down of the person that’s a different story

Chaddeus_Rex • 1 point • 11 May, 2018 04:13 AM 

How would harassing fat people help with your life?

It would entertain me. By entertaining me it lowers stress and gives me enjoyment. A great benefit!

awesume • 17 points • 10 May, 2018 05:48 AM 

The US is fucking surreal. I think this has shit to do with women in general and everything to do with the
fucked-up western culture. In many places in the world, a woman making such claims would be laughed at by
both men and women, and told to put down the spoon and go for a run.

Superfluous97 • 7 points • 10 May, 2018 10:49 AM 

I was in a class before (college, of course) where some below-average female was complaining about how
magazines "wrongly depict women." I'm sure you've been in this situation before and felt like standing up to
scream, "shut the fuck up, fat bitch" but you never did it.

They believe that EVERY single woman there has been modified in some way—to an extreme. This is entirely
false. While there is some slight beautification using photoshop, the woman in photo still worked hard to
maintain the pre-altered body. All the person had to do in photoshop was to enhance her body a little—not
deform. There are, of course, exceptions but there are rarely any times where someone photoshops a fat-fuck and
makes her look like a model—it'll look weird.

Who else thinks that women are trying to guilt-trip us into liking fat girls? It seems like this is the case with how
that below-average female was complaining.

And their bodies are something that can be changed too—through exercise, obviously. Her face will always
remain below average, but it's amazing how she'll (most women in general) complain about the only thing she
can truly fix—her body.

Darkone06 • 24 points • 10 May, 2018 05:29 AM 

This is how a men handle a similar situation when he hold up the plane during emergency evacuations due to his
fat ass.
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https://www.cbc.ca/amp/1.4601130

He realized he was the one with the problem and lost the fucking weight.

Flawlessnessx2 • 7 points • 10 May, 2018 02:53 PM 

“Your body is a reflection of your mind and soul” True words my friend.

Buchloe • 7 points • 10 May, 2018 02:57 PM* 

I'm 6'9". I hit my head on doorways and ceiling fans, can't find clothes that fit, can't sit up straight in cars, etc. I
wasn't allowed in McDonald's PlayPlace as a kid because I was above the line.Man-made structures are not
designed with me in mind.

Yet, somehow I have come to terms with this. I at some point realized that, for economic reasons, things are
usually designed to accommodate the general populous and not the outliers. And in my case, being tall is
ACTUALLY something I can't change unless I saw my legs shorter. Shut the fuck up you fat, whiny sack of
shit.

Sonos • 12 points • 10 May, 2018 08:07 AM 

LOSE SOME WHIGHT THEN YOU FAT BITCH.

jasonfunk • 1 points • 10 May, 2018 10:01 AM [recovered]

Victimhood culture in action, everyone.

AloofusMaximus • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 01:36 PM 

Absolutely this! I can't remember exactly where it was, (I think nicomachean ethics) where I had the
epiphany that "being a victim is almost always a choice".

All of the time things happen that aren't under our control, and sometimes there truly are victims. Many
times though people opt for the easy path then cry foul.

CursingWhileNursing • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 12:27 PM 

Hm, reminds me of the patients that died on my ward and would not fit into those lockers in the pathology
department. I guess my hospital is fat shaming those dead people as well?

Lordarshyn • 7 points • 10 May, 2018 02:28 PM 

I think fat shaming is a good thing. I used to be skinny and was pulling bitches left and right. I let myself get fat
in a toxic relationship, and when I got out of it, I was like "fuck it, i'll go out a few times and have pussy lined up
for days," just to find out I was looking for water in a desert. No one (of my standards) wanted me anymore once
I was fat.

Some people were harsh enough to even tell me this. Did I cry and whine about fat shaming? Fuck no. I quit
drinking (tons of needless calories,) started eating right, and hit the fucking gym.

I've since lost 65 pounds and put on probably 20+ pounds of muscle, for an over all 85 or so pounds of fat loss.

Am I still where I want to be? Nope. That's why I'm I'm TRP and working through reading lists...but I get dates
now. If I want a date I can go get one, with an attractive woman.

Tldr; I got fat shamed. I used this as the fuel I needed to change my life, rather than whining and blaming others.

[deleted] • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 02:29 PM 

Sounds like she fat shamed herself
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GeeMunz11 • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 03:18 PM 

This isn't a woman problem, but an idiot problem. If you want to be outside the norm of human proportions then
you will have issues. If you're morbidly obese, that's a choice. We don't need to acodomate your choices.

SKRedPill • 9 points • 10 May, 2018 04:13 AM* 

Tabloid Trash belongs in the bin... good for my fireplace. I can feel my brain cells dying from the retarded crap
they put up and those HUGE, SHOCK headlines.

mr_burrito • 4 points • 10 May, 2018 04:53 PM 

The ride is called, coincidentally, Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey.

RatioRegnum • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 01:53 PM 

First, kudos to those recognizing the need for change and making it.

Second, the reality is not that not only is this woman not being fat-shamed by the HP ride, she is being
tremendously accommodated. Amusement parks don't make money turning people away - no business does.
Accordingly the Harry Potter ride - and everything else in our world, is designed to fit the widest possible
segment of the population. As the population grows steadily heavier, this means everything shifts to fit larger
sizes - car seats, clothing lines, office furniture, you name it. The only thing I can think of that's gotten smaller is
airline seats, but they'd be smaller still if the population hadn't gotten bigger.

Not only that, industry goes as far as it can to unshame the expanding population. I've worn the same brand and
size of jeans my entire adult life, but what was once snug is now loose, though I'm sure not leaner than I was at
20. Next replacement I'm going to have to go down a size. The trend is worse in women's wear. A petite
acquaintance of mine has gone from a size 6 to a size 0, weighing the same 110 pounds she did at 18.

There is nothing wrong with this, it's just business at work, but if you don't fit in a world built for obesity, the
problem is you.

Mnmsaregood • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 02:56 PM 

I agree with all this and everything but why you gotta hate on Harry Potter.. it did nothing wrong

Freenorthman • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 03:02 PM 

i dont know when shame changed to something negative. shame is what keeps a civilisation going.

PhaedrusHunt • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 03:37 PM 

I feel pretty bad for the morbidly obese. I see it more of a symptom of an ill society. They're bodies and minds
are damaged-- in some cases broken beyond repair. It's difficult for them to lose weight even in some cases
where they are doing the right things, their bodies can be so far gone.

Similar to drug addicts, who almost without fail are dealing with serious childhood trauma.

That said, no one methhead shames people that break up with or do not desire a junkie.

Society shouldn't cater to these people, but an effort to help them out of their damaged state would be
compassionate.

But some of them-- like this woman-- are so caught up in the storm that they think they're actually normal

alias_guy88 • 5 points • 10 May, 2018 06:57 AM 

I agree with this, but maybe not just Women? I think human beings in general have a hard time accepting reality,
and consistently dismiss responsibility. I see guys shift responsibility all the time. To believe you had no
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influence at all on a woman's cheating for example, is to declare that you are at no fault, thus you are a victim.
How are you ever going to improve with that mentality? What, so you are saying she was completely at fault?
I'm not saying you are equal or more to blame, but I see this in a lot of various subreddit's across the dating,
seduction and other relationship communities. "She's cheating on me because she's a condescending, lying cow".
"She won't sleep with me anymore, although I do things for her". All that might be true, maybe she is a
condescending cow, fuck if she's cheating on you she did you a favor move on, but take some responsibility,
what are you doing to feed this? Have you lost your goal in life? Have you become unhinged from your center?
If you maintain your center, keep your masculine and never let her move you from your path, you become a
pretty strong force in life, and you'll attract women as you grow and crush your goals. To achieve this is to take
responsibility, maybe you shouldn't have stuck around for as long as you did before she broke up with you?
Maybe you went over her house every night, out of your way just to see her and she barely needed to lift a finger
to see you?

In this case, this woman needs to take responsibility. She's fat and she knows it, she probably blames a thyroid
issue, but has failed to address it, she's failing to achieve her goals and instead of putting the blame on herself,
it's as easy to shift the blame onto the restrictions of a ride.

vengefully_yours • 3 points • 10 May, 2018 02:09 PM 

We tell the new guys that yes they are to blame, they are fat, lazy, sperging, pussy worshipping losers. Then
we give them the ways to not be those things. It's a sign of a weak mind when you blame everyone else for
your shortcomings, and try to tear down those ahead of, above, or better than you rather than put in the effort
to make yourself better. It's the rare girl who sees others getting what she doesn't have and then works to get
it herself, most of them simply demand it be given to them without any effort on their part other than the
screaming and whining.

The men who achieve are those who strive to improve so they can do better, get faster, earn more, do more,
so they can have what they want. There are far more men like that than there are females like that, but there
will always be weak suck losers who think like girls.

I have yet to see an sjw who has been successful in any sort of combat sport. In combat sports you need to
put in the work or you get your ass kicked, sometimes even when you put in the work you still get your ass
kicked. Some men are simply better at some things. It's very humbling, yet builds extreme confidence. That
is completely foreign to the sjw/feminist types. Feminist males are the weak suck losers who are unmotivated
to achieve.

80% of men will never get proficient in any sort of martial art, but they'll watch others on tv and think
themselves to be like those guys. 20% of us actually do something and achieve. Not everyone can be a
leader, most are followers.

Alexinfinite01 • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 10:46 AM 

Basically this fat ass spends hee entire life running from reality and when she was too big to fit in a ride
designed to cater to fantasy it meant a cold splash of reality came without welcome to her fantasy escape. Bitch
needs to grow up

Entropy-7 • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 11:31 AM 

From the OP link:

"In this case, rather than turning people away daily from an incredible Hogwarts moment, Universal Studios
could have simply designed and built a ride from the start that welcomed a diverse range of body sizes,
especially as more and more Americans identify as fat or plus size," she writes.
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I love the way "simply" is thrown in there. If obesity and weight are ever recognized as a "disability" then it will
be all out jihad by by the ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) and the various Human Right Commissions in
Canada in the same way they went after companies to make their facilities wheelchair accessible.

A classic case of the latter was the Eglinton Theatre in Toronto. It was a single screen art deco theatre dating
from the '30s - one of the last of its kind - that was under tremendous competitive pressure from the cineplexes
just up the road. Because it wasn't wheelchair accessible, those patrons had to be wheeled through a back door
and then into one of the front seat spots. One of them found it offensive that she couldn't go through the front
door like everyone else so she filed a human rights complaint. The theatre lost and the theatre company that was
operating it under lease (I can't remember if it was Famous Players or Cineplex Odeon) was ordered to pay for
renovations costing low six-figures. Their response? The closed the doors and cancelled their lease.

Think about what would happen if fatties run around making similar claims that stick. Airlines will have to offer
"wide berth" seats in economy class that will be subsidized by everyone else. Amusement park rides will have to
be re-engineered. Employers will be forced to hire fatties for front line positions in reception and sales. And it
goes on.

p_and_q • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 03:28 PM 

To be fair, as someone with a larger build (6'3, broad shoulders), I wouldn't mind larger air plane seats.

Entropy-7 • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 11:22 PM 

That's absolutely a fair comment, but being 6'3" is not the same as being 300 pounds at 5'7".

exit_sandman • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 12:18 PM 

I refuse to take on the additional guilt of not having gotten into Harry Potter until I was 35. But I’ll admit
that despite the annoying J.K. Rowling vs. Native People scandal (that I doubt you heard anything about, but
I followed because I’m Native), I got deeply sucked in last year. It was the depression and disgust
surrounding Donald Trump’s election that sent me into a YA fantasy endurance run where I went so far as to
purchase an armchair for my round-the-clock bedroom reading.

Wow... just wow. I already hate her, and we didn't even get to the story (that woman looks as native as Rachel
Dolezal is black).

wonsnot • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 01:25 PM 

How fat do you have to be to not fit on the ride? Even when I was 375lbs I fit on every ride I had interest in
riding.

Sure there was a tight fit or two, but wow.

1v1crown • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 01:55 PM 

I've noticed that women do not live in the real world.

perplexedm • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 02:13 PM 

Talking about fat shaming is one thing. What about women wanting to reduce work hours of men so that women
can make more money?

Men should work less to close gender pay gap, says thinktank

IPPR says changing men’s working behaviour is a crucial component of equalising pay

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/may/10/help-men-work-less-to-close-gender-pay-gap-says-thinktank
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HerefortheTuna • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 09:51 PM 

Sure I’ll work less but my pay has to stay the same even though I’m doing less work. That will give me more
time to work another job. Except at my company we have very few women because it’s in tech and not a
Fortune 500 company.

BurnoutRS • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 02:26 PM 

if this bitch were really smart, she'd put the work in to bring about a fat centric amusement park so her and all
her fat friends could ride whatever ride they wanted. They can get even fatter and when they cant walk to the
rides because the stationary ground is so oppressive, they can install conveyor belts or get mobility scooters and
become chair people.

look! this roller coasterhas special docks for your power chairs so you can just ride up onto the coaster!

if you see a problem and you feel strongly enough to write an article, you should go the full way and actually
fucking do something. The real problem is that this woman had to feel sslf conscious, and god forbid anyone
should ever have to take responsibility for themselves. We need to spare people the pain of acknowledging their
own short comings.

jesus christ thats what it is too. Thats the whole "tell the progerians theyre beautiful" thing, to spare them the
pain of having to know how fucking ugly they are. Which is even more insulting. You think im that fucking
stupid and gullible that I wouldnt know how ugly my progerian ass is?

eraser851 • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 02:35 PM 

They should add a new sign at the ride entrance that says "You must be this thin to ride."

Code3LI • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 03:18 PM 

They should do the same to obese people on airplanes that pay for one seat while spilling out into other people's
seats.

A couple of years ago my parents brought my entire family (myself, my sister, our significant others, and my
daughter) to Disney World. On the way back from Florida to NY, I got sat next to an obese woman whose fat
was literally overspilling into my seat, pressing against me. It was highly uncomfortable. If you are that big and
you take up more than one seat, pay for two. Why should another paying customer be inconvenienced?

HerefortheTuna • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 09:39 PM 

Oh jeez that’s hat happened to me. The lady wanted me to move the arm rest. I refused and asked her to
move to another seat if she felt uncomfortable. The flight attendant made her sit next to the bathroom

Code3LI • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 09:57 PM 

I'm glad the attendant stepped in for you. And i'm glad you stood up for yourself. People who are the
ones causing the issue should fix the situation, not cause further discomfort to others.

HerefortheTuna • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 10:20 PM 

Back then I was a skinny shit with sharp elbows, but I’m tall and already hate airplane seats...plus fat
people tend to smell like shit and it was a long flight...

destinationtomorrow • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 06:30 PM 

i agree with her 100%. just because a few small children might be thrown from the ride to their death with her
one size fits everyone up to 1000 lbs concept is no reason for her not to enjoy a 1200 calorie frappuccino every
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morning along with her box of 11 donuts (she always gives one to her cat) jmo/other opinions may differ.

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 May, 2018 01:19 AM 

1200 calorie frap made me shutter.

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 10:22 PM 

Two options:

Better yourself.1.

Demand the world change its definitions of health and beauty to match exactly what you are.2.

ziggmuff • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 07:12 AM 

Let the fat bitch ride and die.

1 less we have to hear this kinda bullshit from.

ReadyPlayer15 • 2 points • 10 May, 2018 04:49 AM 

Interesting theory on why that love Harry Potter so Much. I'm a fan of the books, and rather liberal, but I've
always been dumbfounded by the ridiculous Jarry Potter signs at protest's

pm_me_your_Yi_plays • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 07:14 AM 

Tbf the part about the books is completely true

sumfacilispuella[�] • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 08:09 AM 

the seat turns almost completely upside down, does she think they should have let her on even if her belt didnt
buckle? they already have one seat on every row designed for bigger people, and if she was too big for that one,
that sucks for her but they cant design all the seat to fit 3-400 pound people.

ButtRobot • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 10:38 AM 

Good. Quit being a a fucking blob.

TheRedPillMonkey • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 10:54 AM 

I take solace in the fact that the original HufPo article linked inside this link, almost all the comments are
shaming this woman. In other words, while this is a great "lack of responsibility" example, even the most liberal
audience is calling it out.

I also love her hypocrisy in her derogatory phrasing of "20 somethings". As if they are young, healthy, in shape,
and therefore ignorant. Like yeah, don't fat shame, but totally cool to be ageist.

MattyAnon • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 11:25 AM 

She has been very successful at getting publicity for her podcast.

LightSkinKen • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 01:19 PM 

It’s a simple fix, install “Fat” Mods on everything we’ve ever built for mankind.

robinremix2000 • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 01:28 PM 

She's choosing to focus on the negative. She got front of the line passes for all the rides she could go on! Not all
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rides are car style simulators that can fit all body types. I couldn't care less about lifestyle choices of strangers,
but I do care when those strangers don't realize that their lifestyle choices have consequences. One of the
consequences of being fat is that you can't ride every rid you want at theme parks. If Universal were to let her
ride, they would be putting her and everyone riding with her in danger. She needs to learn that the world doesn't
revolve around her and to be more considerate of other people.

inthenameofkek • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 01:57 PM 

The nature of women https://hooktube.com/watch?v=UxpVwBzFAkw

BobbyDigital111 • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 02:16 PM 

This is one of the coolest amusement park rides I’ve ever been on btw

Avskygod0 • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 02:27 PM 

Only in the west does this occur, here it would be

It is what it is, is it not

and everyone goes on their business

TearsOfChildren • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 03:27 PM 

Wow @ her article. Self-entitled fat cunt.

wanderer779 • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 03:47 PM 

After she gets diabetes and they cut her legs off she'll be complaining about short shaming. You just can't win
with some people.

ubermensch100 • 1 points • 10 May, 2018 04:05 PM [recovered]

My favorite comment was "physics is an equal opportunity discriminator". It's one thing to argue with people,
another to argue with science.

EnragedParrot • 1 point • 15 May, 2018 05:17 AM 

Argue with nature. Even more basic.

abitofhope • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 04:25 PM 

"Live your life; approach, make money. GET REAL!"

Fucking love this.

Katuik • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 04:46 PM 

I have a stock trailer and a diesel truck. That should "accommodate bodies of every size".

pennynotrcutt • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 05:42 PM 

Sometimes if you're a big guy (6'3" and muscular) you don't fit in shit either but no shame in that I guess.

AllahHatesFags • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 06:44 PM 

So this fucking cow is complaining that she can't fit into a ride at theme park for children and the theme park is
the one with the problem?

If they designed the ride for people of her massive girth then the seats would be too loose to secure regular
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people and then they would be at risk. I wish I was there when they turned her away, I would have yelled at her
to hit the fucking treadmill.

MarkGuil • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 11:51 PM 

What's an hb 9? Problem is, most women (all?) Are shallow. Not for the reason you quoted though.

ozaku7 • 1 point • 11 May, 2018 12:48 AM 

Don't expect that hb 9 from class to suck your dick while you eat tons of cheetos and drink gallons of soda,
then say she is shallow because she won't suck the Dick of a walrus.

I laughed out loud at this. Thank you! Yes you are right. Unfortunately god didn't give women logic, instead
they gave her a uterus.

masteryimain34 • 1 point • 11 May, 2018 03:29 AM 

I don’t even thing this is red pill most people would look at her and say she’s retarded.

[deleted] • 1 point • 11 May, 2018 01:32 PM 

It's not women to blame for this, it's people who can't be arsed to get off their fat arse when they clearly see they
are gaining weight

suxxos • 1 point • 11 May, 2018 03:13 PM 

Well, it's just one woman, though. There are loads of fat guys who act entitled. You should ask yourself why
there are so many fat people in America in the first place. It's ridiculous, somehow the rest of the world manages
to not look like fat pigs all their life.

sonder_one • 1 point • 12 May, 2018 01:09 AM 

Anyone who says Person of Size is a Person of Stupid.

Flintblood • 1 point • 12 May, 2018 06:46 PM 

Yet she would probably have no problem with women making comments about a flabbyish dude out jogging
with his shirt off.

RiversRolling9612 • 1 point • 13 May, 2018 05:50 PM 

Fat girl pussy is great. Its like everythings all crammed together. Pussy is � and that head game is great....they
practice on asshole black guys so they can deepthroat anything.

BillSander • 1 point • 18 May, 2018 07:32 PM 

Grease is fine as long as you don't eat the suvar. Lol.

dix2long • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 05:33 AM 

There are plenty of men out there that can appreciate a bbw, but a business ain't about to put itself at riskfor a
lawsuit. In other words, they ain't ready for all that jelly.

RedPilledRoaster • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 07:18 AM 

You’re acting like women are rational.

Treat them like children. You wouldn’t write a whole article about a child acting like a child, would you?
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SKRedPill • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 09:44 AM* 

Imagine if society became kid-ized and kidism became a real thing... I can almost see it "I think it's cute for
men to behave like toddlers and express the infantile side they have repressed, because daddy got mad..."

GorditaChuleta • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 10:46 AM 

Lmao... Stupidity in this day and age when it comes to fatlogic is beyond comprehension. I'm a big girl. If I try
and suck it in for a ride and can't do it then guess what... I'm too much of a big girl to go on the ride. The ride
itself doesn't shame me. I just don't fucking fit. No biggie, move on to splash mountain. Lady, you're just too fat
for the ride. If you really want to ride that ride then lose some weight and come back and feel some
accomplishment that you bested the ride and fucking enjoy it. If you want to cry and stuff your mouth with tacos
then go for it to. I on the other hand will eat my taco and go for a run cuz I love tacos and I'd rather give up
butterbeer than tacos. �

[deleted] • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 11:48 AM 

If only this wasn't a common occurence... I've been following the subreddit Fatlogic (which is a vanilla version
of fatpeoplehate) and 99% of the posts are fat women making excuses for their weight.

BlueZir • -2 points • 10 May, 2018 11:47 AM 

What does this story have to do with women?

I see a story about fat people. Cool, so why redpill? Oh right, anything can be bent into an argument to support a
festering mommy complex.

keepgettingdoxxed • 0 points • 10 May, 2018 08:29 AM 

utm_campaign=BenShapiro

Hmmmm

[deleted] • -1 points • 10 May, 2018 11:33 AM 

The Dursleys are lazy and entitled

The complete lack of self awareness. What a specimen.

HalfScoper • -10 points • 10 May, 2018 04:41 AM 

Jesus Christ I definitely don‘t regret how I came to that sub, it‘s like where I always belonged to.

About the article: I myself got a gf with a bigger belly than the rest of these models on earth, of course it is
harder because questions come more often, BUT I always say „Of course you should do something about your
body and lose some weight, but I fell in love with you how you were and are so even if not you won‘t lose me
because of this fact“, but deescalating a situation only works half-time, often enough she goes full-woman and
freaks out, kicks and hits and stuff, the typical hysterical woman, but well I decided I don‘t leave her but kinda
train her with shitty behavior myself that this is not the way, and that she should feel daaaaaamn lucky that I
picked her while I do the same already.

universalChamp1on • 15 points • 10 May, 2018 05:14 AM 

What in God’s name did you write here?

You have an obese woman for a girlfriend who throws tantrums, makes your life miserable, kicks you, hits
you (both of which are domestic violence felonies) and you have the pompous attitude to come here and say
that she should Be lucky that you “picked” her?
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If all of this is true, I’m gonna do a complete 180 here and say that she’s almost (almost) right for doing all
of that to you. You’re a faggot. She knows she has little worth, and the fact that you bend over backwards for
her shows her subconscious that you have very little value. Also that you probably really don’t have the
ability to get a real hot girl.

It’s flawed thinking, but it’s how the woman brain operates

HalfScoper • -6 points • 10 May, 2018 05:18 AM 

It‘s true though and I don‘t wanna speak against it, my self esteem basically doesn‘t exist, so I was glad
enough some girl wasn‘t that kind of a bitch that took me, I mean if you are serious to yourself, the hotter
she is the harder it is to get her and the more realistic it is that she is completely mad, don‘t ignore the
hot/crazy scale

[deleted] • 6 points • 10 May, 2018 06:47 AM 

The hot/crazy scale clearly doesn't work though as your girl is crazy as fuck and still a landwhale

HalfScoper • -3 points • 10 May, 2018 06:50 AM 

Also at the other guy, I never said she was obese or a landwhale, sure she isn‘t thick and tends to
fat but ey show some respect tho, as I said I don‘t have self esteem aswell (wouldn‘t wonder if
half the sub here does not, pretending they are something they are not) and somewhere is a line,
calling someone fat is one thing but a landwhale sure is too much in my eyes, cuz as I said she‘s
no Honey Boo Boo or her mother, just a bit more belly than the other girls.

[deleted] • 4 points • 10 May, 2018 07:18 AM 

Reading your comments is depressing as fuck. It's like you're dead inside. You should aim for
something more

HalfScoper • -1 points • 10 May, 2018 07:22 AM 

I am dead inside already and before I got with her together, so I am kinda happy that
someone chose me, no matter how frustrating it is atm

[deleted] • 8 points • 10 May, 2018 07:27 AM 

That's no reason to settle for that kind of woman. You need to have some self respect,
and start sorting your life out

a_passager • 1 point • 10 May, 2018 10:14 PM 

Well at least you know you have an issue. Step 2 is to find something better than
yourself to restore you sanity. From all that you've said, it really doesn't sound like
your girl is the gateway to sanity
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